
 
 
 
 

 
July 14, 2018 
 
Notice to all PLTN members of the Annual General Meeting and Director Elections 2018 
   
Dear PLTN Members   
 
Invitation  
It is with pleasure that the board of directors invite you to our PLTN Annual General Meeting, to 
be held at the Landing, Lac-Tremblant-Nord marina, on Saturday July 21st at 10 am.   
 
Boat Wash & Guardian’s Residence  
At the lac Tremblant marina, the Boat Wash is now operational and the Guardian’s new cabin is on 
schedule for completion in early September. To date we are on budget. 
 
Fundraising Target 
Our fundraising team has successfully raised over 80 % of the $ 600,000 donation target. 
PLTN has made arrangements for a line of credit to cover current commitments if there is a 
shortfall in the fundraising. 
However, it is clearly preferable to reach our donation target.  
Please help to push us over the top and you can contact me for further information on how to 
make a donation which qualifies for a tax credit.     
                  
Next Project  
The 300 series at the lac Tremblant marina suffered major damage at ice breakup this Spring. 
Temporary stabilization measures are under way.  
The 300 series is the covered berth pier that is most northerly on the up lake side and is effectively 
our breakwater for the rest of the marina. Over the years it has been dramatically pushed south, 
by as much as 12’ as can be seen from the location of the original log cribbing at the lake end of 
the wharf walkway.  
The board asks interested individuals to join a steering committee to consider and bring back to 
PLTN members recommendations for the long term. 
Preliminary options include rebuilding the existing breakwater or possibly creating an entirely new 
one with floating docks with seasonal covers replacing the existing covered berths. 
 
 
Proposed Resolutions to be presented, considered and voted on at the AGM 
 
E members – Background  
Article 9.1.5 of our PLTN Bylaws define the “E” category members as day users however the 2018  
Entente with our municipality of LTN, extends a day use privilege to all citizens of lac Tremblant 
nord.    
Article  9.1.5   
a) The members of category “E” are entitled to unlimited use of the boat launch for watercraft 
which belongs to the member or his spouse, his parents and his children of the first degree on Lacs 
Tremblant and Bibite.  
b) The initial membership fee in the corporation for members of category “E” is set at $300.00 and 
the annual fee is set by resolution of the Board.  
 
Proposed Motion – Suspension of “E” member category   
Considering that the Entente with MLTN extends day use privilege to all citizens of lac Tremblant 
nord,    
Considering that PLTN is compensated by MLTN for these day use privileges, 
It is proposed that the “E” category membership be suspended when an annual Entente is in place 
with MLTN with compensation for the “E” category and that the initial membership fee in the 
corporation for members of category “E” of $300.00 be returned to any “E “members.  
 
 



Ballasted Boats – Background  
One of the biggest ongoing challenges facing your board every year is the political pressure and 
intrigue associated with lake access for ballasted boats commonly referred to as wake boats.  
Our bylaws and the Ententes with both VMT & LTN prohibit the launching of ballasted boats 
unless the boat has Grandfather privileges as established by the lists maintained by VMT and 
PLTN. Creating and maintaining the lists is a challenge but do-able and close monitoring to the 
best of our abilities is performed by travaux public VMT and PLTN guardians with overview by 
PLTN administration.       
The reality is that the management of the ballasted boats currently registered on the grandfather 
lists and the PLTN launch monitoring of the listed boats is not reasonably providing the compliance 
sought for when the lists were started, to eventually phase out all wake boats on the lake. In fact 
the number of wake boats on the lake appears to increasing.   
 
The issues are that new ballasted boats, with an overall length longer than 21 feet, are being 
launched at locations other than the PLTN lac Tremblant nord marina and grandfather list owners 
are strongly agitating to replace their old boats with newer models.  
About one in three of ballasted boats on the grandfather lists are longer than 21 feet and a few 
are 25’. 
Apparently the wave mass created by old ballasted boats is significantly greater than new 
ballasted boats and the size of the wave increases dramatically in size as the wake boat length 
increases incrementally from 21’ to 23’ to 25’.  
 
To address the issues it recommended that we allow grandfather list owners to replace their 
ballasted boats with a newer model provided it is 21 feet or less in length and incorporates 
integral wake wave reduction technology. This should reduce the impact on navigation & 
shoreline erosion and presents a reasonable compromise to encourage a single point of controlled 
entry and invasive species boat washing procedures.   
I have spoken to both municipalities and have received positive responses for the initiative.  
  
Proposed Resolution Ballasted Boats  
Considering that the management of the ballasted boats currently registered on the grandfather 
lists and the PLTN launch monitoring of the listed boats is not reasonably providing compliance, 
Considering that new ballasted boats, with an overall length longer than 21 feet, are being 
launched at locations other than the PLTN lac Tremblant nord marina, 
Considering that PLTN can provide a single point of entry to lac Tremblant to promote and ensure 
best practices for invasive species control for launches,   
Considering that newer ballasted boat design featuring integral wake wave reduction technology, 
reduces navigation & shoreline impact,  
 
It is proposed that ballasted boasts, 21 feet or less in length, incorporating integral wake wave 
reduction technology, be allowed to launch at the PLTN lac Tremblant marina, to an annual upset 
of the ballasted boats currently registered on the grandfathered lists plus an additional 3 ballasted 
boats for the 2018 boating season, which will be evaluated on a case by case basis by VMT, MLTN 
and PLTN.   
 
Board of Directors  
The term of office for the following directors of PLTN will expire in July 2018.  
The directors listed have agreed to stand for re-election.  
Rickson Outhet   Representative for members of category ‘A’  
Dave Richardson  Representative for members of category ‘A’ 
Michel Naud   Representative for members of category ‘B’ 
 
Nikola Todorovic is stepping down from the board for personal reasons. 
Nikola Todorovic    Representative for members of category ‘A’  
We wish to thank Nikola for his contributions to the PLTN Board.  
 
Additional information is available either by emailing myself, president@preservationltn.ca 
or Natalie Johnson our PLTN secretary, secretaire@preservationltn.ca 
 
Best regards,  
Rickson Outhet  
President PLTN 
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